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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the results of the qualification activity of RELAP5/Mod 3.2 code performed using
PANDA steady state and integral test experimental data. The steady state tests evaluate the PCC performances in
removing decay heat power in presence and in absence of non-condensable gases, while the considered integral
test (M3) simulates the transient following a break in the main steam line of the SBWR, using, as nominal initial
conditions, those calculated for the SBWR under SSAR assumptions at one hour into the LOCA.

The results obtained simulating both types of tests show a rather good and robust overall code behavior both in
the simulation of steady state test and in the representation of the integral test considered: most of the main
experimental results (WW/DW pressures, PCC heat exchange) were well represented by the code.

The different studies performed indicated that:
• Different models of PCC pool lead a different trend of system pressure, and sometimes to an opening of

vacuum breaker valves, that does not occur in the transient;
• The code underestimate the heat exchanged between PCC pool and tubes: n the considered test the system

pressure is slightly overestimated (maximum 2% more than the experimental value). This fact is also proved
by the differences in the temperature of the condensing mixture in the PCC, quite large in all the performed
studies;

• The treatment of the non condensable gases, as implemented in the code, lead some errors in the calculation
of the heat transfer coefficient in the PCC components and generally slow down the overall calculation.

In general terms, the RELAP5/Mod3.2 was found to be suitable to represent the SBWR containment behavior
under the conditions specified in the experimental side.

l.INTRODUCTION

The considered steady state tests (B ssne)'tlJ7' have been performed to evaluate the PCC performances in
removing the decay heat for different conditions of pressure, related to different level of power provided. These
tests were also performed to provide a set of experimental data with well defined boundary conditions needed to
assess the system codes used for safety analyses. Test MB73' is the base case for the PANDA transient integral
systems test program for M series. It is a simulation of a break in the main steam line of the SBWR. The nominal
initial containment conditions were similar to those calculated for the SBWR under SSAR assumptions at one
hour into the LOCA. The initial drywell pressure was approximately 300 kPa. One-half of the steam from the
RPV was directed to DW1, which feeds one PCC condenser, and the other one-half of the steam was directed to
QW2 with two PCC condensers connected. This was achieved with separate blowdown lines from the RPV to
each of the two drywells. The two blowdown lines have essentially equal flow resistances. These test conditions
represent a symmetrical situation in the PANDA facility. The M3 test provides a base case for comparison to all
the other M series transient tests.

2.TEST FACILITY CONFIGURATION AND INITIAL CONDITIONS

2.1 Steady State Tests
A series of steady state tests have been conducted using one of the PANDA PCC condensers. In total, the B

serie of steady state tests includes three pure vapour tests, 6 air-vapour tests and three helium-vapour, tests, for
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different values of system pressure and gas contents. In Tabs. 2.1 the main boundary conditions identifying the
different tests are given.

To run the above mentioned tests, the facility has been configured to inject known flowrates of saturated steam
and air directly to the PCC3 heat exchanger. For the pure steam tests the condenser pressure was left to reach the
equilibrium for a certain value of inlet vapor. The steam flow to the heat exchanger was controlled and measured.
In addition, the condenser drain flow and vent flow was measured. For these tests with no air flow, the PCC3 vent
was closed. The PCC non-condensable contents were discharging on the Wetwell through the vent line, open in
these tests.

2.2 M3 Integral Tests
The PANDA test facility is described in detail in ref. [4] . For test M3 the PANDA facility was configured to

simulate the SBWR post-LOCA configuration as follows'5'-*'-'7':
• The RPV supplies steam to each drywell with two steam lines (one to each drywell). These two steam lines

have the same pressure loss characteristics and, therefore, allow for symmetric injection of steam into the two
drywells.

• The RPV heater power is controlled as a function of time to simulate the scaled decay heat and stored energy
release (as specified in ref. [4]).

• All three PCC units are lined-up to take feedflow from the drywells, to vent non-condensables and steam into
the water volume of the suppression pool, and drain condensate to the GDCS volume.

• The three PCC pools are filled and interconnected at the bottom. During the test, no water is added or drained
from the pools. The IC pool is isolated from the PCC pools.

• The only direct lines of communication between the drywell and wetwell are through the vacuum breakers
(when the wetwell pressure exceeds drywell pressure sufficiently to open the vacuum breaker) and the main
vent lines (which are submerged within the wet wells).

The test initial conditions represent the state of the system one hour after scram. These conditions are
presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. Those are the average values measured just before connecting the drywells to the
RPV, and are the values used to set-up the initial conditions for the code calculations.

Tab. 2.1: Initial conditions for Helium-Vapour Steady State Tests

PANDA
Test No.
Bl
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
BIO
BU
B12
B13
B14
BI5

System Pressure
(bar)
3.07
6.25
8.99
3.07
3.07
3.07
6.19
6.19
6.19
8.98
8.98
8.98
8.98
8.98
8.98

Steam Flow
(kg/s)
0.222
0.495
0.675
0.222
0.222
0.222
0.495
0.495
0.495
0.675
0.675
0.675
0.675
0.675
0.675

Core Power
(kW)
432
1050
1350
0.0003
0.003
0.028
0.0003
0.003
0.028
0.0003
0.003
0.028
0.000041
0.00041
0.00387

Table 2.2: Test M3 Initial Conditions

COMPON
ENT
RPV
WW

DW
GDCS
PCC
POOLS

Pressure
(Pa)

2.99e+5
2.87e+5

2.87e+5
2.90e+5
2.87e+5
1.0e+5

Temperature

406.5
Gas:350

Water :351
402
333

406.5
370

Air Partial Pressure
(Pa)

-
2.45e+5

0.19e+5
2.9e+5*

-
-

Level
(m)

12.63
3.88

0.13
0.0
0.0
4.49

Mass Flow
(Ke/s)

-

-
-
-
-
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PARAMETER
Test Duration
Start Power
Pool Connections
Total Heat Losses

Unit
(s)

(W)
-

(W)

Value
60000
1.12e+6

open at 0.0 s.
2.0e4

Table 2.3: Test M3 Boundary Conditions

3.SOME RESULTS OF STEADY STATE AND M3 INTEGRAL TEST

3.1 Steady State Experimental Results^
In Fig. 3.1 are summarized the main results obtained analyzing the PCC performances for different decay

power level, corresponding to three different level of inlet pressure. The PCC performances are evaluated using
the efficiency parameter, measuring the ratio between the amount of flow condensed in the PCC and the total inlet
flow. The experimental results for steady state tests show a large impact of non-condensable gases in the PCC
performances for low pressure conditions (3 bar, tests B4.B4 and B6). Increasing the air quality at PCC inlet
from .0.1% to 12% the PCC efficiency drops down from 99% to 59% . This behaviour is less pronounced for the
tests performed at 6 bar (tests B7,B8 and B9), where the efficiency drops from 99% to 78%, and the PCC
performances reach a near linear behaviour for the tests performed at high pressure (9 bar, tests BlO.Bll and
B12).

3.2 M3 Integral Test Experimental Results^
The test M3 showed a favorable and robust overall PCC system performance. The pressure response shown in

Fig 3.1 (RPV, WW and DW components) was as expected. The drywell pressure reached the peak value of 3.27
bar approximately 2.4 hours after test initiation. Then the pressure slightly decreased until the end of the test.
After the startup transient the drywell/wetwell pressure difference is determined mainly by the PCC vent
hydrostatic head (submergence in the suppression pool) and to a small amount by the PCC feed line pressure
drop. The drywell/wetwell pressure curves also show that there was no vacuum breaker opening, and was far from
taking place, throughout the test period. As can be seen from Fig. 3.3 which shows the PCC feed inlet mass flow
rate, the three PCC units shared the load among themselves as needed. About 10 hours after test initiation PCC2
got less steam to the end of test. Small amounts of air have an effect on the individual PCC performance, but do
not affect the overall system behavior. The PCC feed flows were apparently measured adequately, for PCC1 and
PCC3 for the entire test, and up to time t = 40O00 seconds for PCC2. At that time the PCC2 instrument fell below
its lower range (Fig. 3.3). However, the value of the PCC2 feed can be estimate from the difference between the
RPV steaming rate and the mass flows in the other two PCCs.

AIR-STEAM STEADY STATE TESTS - FCC EFFICIENCY RESULTS
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Fig. 3.1: PCC3 Efficiency for Air-Steam Steady state Tests
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The estimated PCC2 feed becomes lower than the other two at about 4OTXX) seconds. The corresponding PCC2
pool temperature dropped (at lower pool levels) to about 95 C (with possibly hotter water above and some
stratification). The PCC2 wall and gas temperature distributions were different from those of the other two PCCs.
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Fig. 3.2: RPV, drywell and wetwell Pressures
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Fig. 3.3: PCC Feed Mass Flow Rates
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4.THE USED COMPUTER CODE AND SIMULATION SCHEME

The standard frozen version of the RELAP5/Mod 3.2/8/ has been used as basis of the computer code
calculation and analysis in the present study. None of the possible user selected options has been activated when
performing the reference calculation; necessary adjustments of initial and boundary conditions, within the
experimental uncertainty bands, have been done with this frozen code version ("reference" code version) aiming
at getting the "base calculation. The following tasks provided input to the overall strategy of the analysis
performed for the PANDA-M3 test:
• transient qualification of the PANDA input deck, as indicated, in detail, in ref. [9];
" assessing the capabilities of the "reference" code version used and identifying possible improvements with

respect to "reference" code version, in a limited way;
" investigation of nodalization by effects performing calculations with different nodalization schemes of the

facility;
An additional objective of the analysis was to confirm the overdesign of the PCCs in removing heat removing

and the related capability to maintain most of the core stack covered.
The PANDA PCC nodalization used to simulate the steady state tests is shown in Fig. 4.1, while in Fig. 4.2 the

sketch of the nodalization used to simulate the M3 integral test is reported. This nodalization model has been
developed as the base nodalization to perform post-test analyses of M-Series of PANDA tests within ALPHA-1
program. Naturally, this base nodalization model can also be used with necessary modifications for the ALPHA-2
program which includes European Community supported projects, e.g., BWR Cluster (IPPS) and TEPPS.

POOL F I U - U P
ATMOSPHERE

PCC POOL —

PCC HEAT EXCHANGER

DRAIN LINE

Fig. 4.1: PANDA test facility nodalization model for gas-steam steady state tests

5.CALCULATIONAL RESULTS

5.1 Steady State Tests"0"1"
Analyzing the pure steam tests (Fig. 5.1) the code overestimate the system pressure for all the tests

analyzed. The differences among calculations and results are less than 10% for the low pressure tests, and become
around 20% for the high pressure tests. These differences have to be addressed to the underestimation of the heat
exchange in the tube and in the pool side. This results is in agreement with other calculations of S serie of tests"1'.
Increasing the pressure, the code shows a conservative behaviour in the system pressure calculation, probably due
by a concomitance of underprediction of heat transfer coefficient both in primary and secondary side of PCC
component.
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Fig. 4.2 : The PANDA base "reference nodalization" scheme for RELAP5/Mod3.2

AIR-STEAM STEADY STATE TESTS - PCC EFFICIENCY RESULTS
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Fig. 5.1 : Experimental and Calculated Efficiency for Steady State Tests (Air-Vapour Tests)

For air-steam tests (Fig. 5.2), there is a general tendency from the code to underestimate the PCC
efficiency. This is related to the underestimation of heat transfer coefficient in condensation, and partially can be
addressed in the same way as in the last section.

Concerning the impact of non-condensable gases in the code calculation, it seems that the non-condensable
effect is underestimate for higher concentrations of gas in the vapor, and overestimate in the case of low
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concentration of non-condensable gases. Any conclusion, anyway, should take in account also the behaviour of
the code during pure steam calculations, where a noticeable impact of the system pressure in the code accuracy
has been identified.

PURE STEAM STEADY STATE TESTS- SYSTEM PRESSURE CALCULATION
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Fig. 5.2 : Experimental and Calculated Pressure for Steady State Tests (Steam Only Tests)

5.2 M3 Integral Test/12/

Concerning the evaluation of the base calculation of PANDA M3 experiment, the following results were
achieved:

System pressure behaviour: In order to better address the comparison between measured and calculated trends,
three main regions can be distinguished looking at the system pressure (Figs 5.3 and 5.4):
• Region A from transient begin till about 1000 s: This region is characterised by a sharp increment of system

pressure, up to 3.3 bars. This is the effect of imbalance between the heat produced in the core and the heat
exchanged in the PCCs. In this region the code predicts for the RPV and the DW a smooth pressure trend,
compared with the experimental one. This is mainly due to the early start of the PCCs, the calculated Final
pressure in this region is slightly lower than that of the experiment (about 0.05 bar). For the WW pressure,
due to the large discharge of the PCC vent line the code overestimates slightly the pressure.

• Region B from 1000 s till 10000 s: In this region, the system pressure increases smoothly, till an equilibrium
value is reached (at about 9000 s ), which will be (more or less) maintained during the rest of the transient. In
the region the code overpredicts the system pressure, but represent almost the trend. Towards the end of this
region, the pressure continues to decrease slightly instead of staying constant as in the experiment case. The
reason of this slight pressure decrease is due to the PCCs behaviour; in fact, the PCCs performances are under
the experimental value till 6000 s, while their efficiency increase after this time period. The amount of non-
condensables in the PCC tubes and the behaviour of the condensation model of the code may explain the
differences detected among experimental and calculated data. Due to the continuous discharging from the
PCCs vents, the WW pressure increases and the maximum overestimation is around 0.1 bar at 5000 s. Then
the pressure start to decrease, because of the increase of the PCC efficiency.

• Region C from 10000 s till the end of the transient: In the experiment during this phase not much happens,
except the decrease of PCC2 performance. The system pressure stays constant, while in the code calculation it
continues to decrease till the end, reaching roughly the experimental value at 59000 s. This drop of the system
pressure in the code calculation is mainly due to the overestimation of the heat exchanged in the PCCs. This
affect also the WW pressure, and consequently the calculated WW pressure approaches that experimental one
(the overestimation at the end of transient is about 0.005 bar).
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Fig. 5.3 : DW pressure

M3 WetWell Liquid and Gas Temperature
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Fig. 5.4 : WW pressure

PCC Tubes Temperatures and levels: The fluid temperatures in the PCCs tubes are influenced by the distribution
of the non-condensables in the tubes of PCCs (Figs. 5. 5 and 5.6). In the experiment, at the tube mid-height and at
the bottom, the temperature drops to the outside pool temperature during early phase of the transient, but in the
calculation the temperature stays around 385 K, without reaching to pool temperature. This is probably due to the
different concentration of the non-condensables among experimental and the calculated data. In fact, in the
experiment, the derived quality of PCCs air concentration is roughly 0.75, when in the calculation is not more
than 0.6. The temperature trend is anyway similar between experimental and calculated data.
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M3 PCC1 Fluid Temperature
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Fig. 5.5: PCC1 fluid temperatures along the bundle

M3 Drywell Gas Temperature
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Fig. 5.6: PCC1 pool liquid level

The PCCs pool liquid levels are reasonably well represented. Some remarks can be noted as below:
• there are some jumps in the calculated liquid level, especially at the beginning of the transient. These are

corresponding to the crossing of the level from one volume boundary to another volume, on the top of the
pool. With the present nodalization of the PCC pool, in this version of the code it was not possible to avoid
this type of level jumps, even using special models as the level tracking option, that seems not working in this
release of the code.
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• After 35000 s., the pool level starts to heavily oscillate. This is mainly due to the upper drum becoming
uncovered and the recirculation of the fluid taking place only locally near to the tube bundle, and not involving
anymore the bulk of the pool fluids. These oscillations are mainly due by the change of the flow regimes, with
related changes in the calculated heat transfer coefficients. These oscillations are also responsible for the
major part of the mass error seen at end of the calculation. In terms of calculation stability, however, these
oscillations do not affect too much the calculation, and, in particular, the calculated heat exchanged.

• In absolute values, the pool level are generally underestimated about 0.15 m, and the experimental trend is
overall conserved, showing a consistent calculation of the total heat exchanged from PCC tubes and pools.

PCC non-condensable accumulation: As mentioned in the previous section, the quality of non-condensables in the
PCC tubes is between 0.5 and 0.6, during the transient (Fig. 5.7). These values are lower than the estimated
experimental value for the quality of non-condensables in PCCs (about 0.75) and can be explained with the
underestimation of the condensate liquid in the tubes. Further analyses showed that, in effect, part of the steam
flow coming from the DW is condensed in the drain line, and this lead a low concentration of non-condensables
gases in the PCC tubes.

M3 Air Quality in PCC Tubes
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Fig. 5.7 : Non-condensables gases in the PCC tubes

6.CONCLUSIONS

In the frame of the research activities aiming at the evaluation of the capabilities of RELAP5/MOD3.2 system
thermalhydraulic code to analyse the performances of SBWR containment component, the steady state tests,
together with the M3 test performed in the PANDA facility have been analysed. This suppose to simulate both the
PCC behaviour under accident conditions and, in the case of integral test M3, a transient starting one hour after a
Main Steam Line Break in the SBWR plant. The results achieved from the activity are:

• the qualification of the PANDA model for the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code;
• the evaluation of the code suitability to be used for these transients;
• the evaluation of some relevant parameter impact in the code results.

In the following, some relevant conclusions about code capabilities in simulating the main thermalhydraulic
phenomena taking place in the SBWR containment have been summarised.
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About steady state tests these conclusions can be drown:

• During the simulation of pure steam steady state tests performed in the PANDA facility, the code
RELAP5/Mod3.2 shows general overprediction of the system pressure, especially for high pressure
conditions. The main reason is the underestimation of the heat transfer coefficient of primary and secondary
side;

• For the air-steam tests, and for the helium-steam tests, this understimation affects strongly the results, because
the heat transfer coefficient calculated in absence of non-condensable is still partially used in the
determination of the heat transfer coefficient in presence of non condensable gases. Nevertheless, from these
tests one can identify that the code overestimates the non-condensabie effects for low concentrations of gases,
while this effect is underestimated for high concentrations of non-condensable gases.

Concerning the activity involving the integral test analysis, these conclusion that can be summarised about
code results:

• The distribution of non-condensables on the system was partially wrong calculated: in particular, low values of
non-condensables were calculated in the PCCs, keeping the heat transfer coefficient higher than in the
experimental test. The PCCs temperature along the tubes show a final difference about 15 K (among
experimental and calculated values), meaning that, at least in the lower part of the PCCs, the accumulation of
non-condensables is largely underestimated;

• The heat transfer coefficient among tubes and pool is overestimated: it is not completely clear if it is just a
effect of non-condensable distribution , or this distribution is given by the overestimation, by the code, of the
heat flux exchanged between tubes and pool. Some results obtained from steady state calculations shown that,
in general term, the code tends to overestimate the heat transfer coefficient for the condensation side. So that,
this might be another case where this overestimation take place;

• The last item bring the attention to one of the major lack of code model identified from the analysis: a proper
model for simulating large and nearly steady state boiling pools. The code, at this stage, need to have some
circulation on the pool loop to better calculate the heat transfer coefficient. In this way, the code provide the
correct mass flow rate to be used in the heat transfer model. When the level drop down, this recirculation is
stopped and the code cannot anymore calculate an appropriate liquid mass flow, because the upper part of the
pool is already empty. This effect is what, probably, excites the pool level oscillations and the secondary side
pool heat exchange.

As a final comment, the code showed a reasonable good behavior for the transient considered, and the
nodalization used has been considered suitable to represent the facility, considering the good accuracy of which
the main transient parameters are represented, and considering also the acceptable numerical stability both of the
base calculation and the sensitivity analyses performed. Some enhancements of the code models, related to the
model of large pools where pool boiling take place, and a better method to track the level of these pools, for
reducing the overall mass errors, are the main issues of the present analysis, in relation to the code structure.
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